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Author's response to reviews:

Dear,

I send you the changes required for your in relation with our work:

Authors: Oscar Fernández-Guinea, Alejandro Andicoechea, Luis O. González,
Salomé González-Reyes, Antonio M. Merino, Luis C. Hernández, Alfonso
López-Muñiz, Paz García-Pravia and Francisco J. Vizoso

Title: Relationship between morphological features and kinetic patterns of enhancement of the dynamic breast magnetic resonance imaging and clinico-pathological and biological factors in invasive breast cancer

Journal: BMC Cancer

MS: 8418175082684879

Next, I would be pleased to answer to all the specific remarks suggested by your:

Formatting changes requested
-------------------------------

Major revisions (We require the author to make these changes)

Conclusions - Please insert a Conclusions section after the Discussion. We recommend including a Conclusions heading above the paragraph which beings `In conclusion'

Response: We added a section after the Discussion section titled “Conclusions” (In the re-revised version of the manuscript, page 22.)
Acknowledgements - If you have any acknowledgments, please place an Acknowledgements section at the end of the manuscript text, directly preceding the Reference list. Please acknowledge anyone who contributed towards the study by making substantial contributions to conception, design, acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data, or who was involved in drafting the manuscript or revising it critically for important intellectual content, but who does not meet the criteria for authorship. Please place the funding information within this section.

Response: We have not any acknowledgments woth regard to the present work.

Tables as additional files - We notice that you have included the tables as additional files. If you want the tables to be visible within the final published manuscript please include them in the manuscript in a tables section following the references. Alternatively, please cite the files as Additional file 1 etc., and include an additional files section in the manuscript.

Response: Tables were added at leat of the paper.

Title - Please use sentence case in the title, both in the manuscript file and the submission system i.e. remove all unnecessary capitals (capitalise only the first word, and proper nouns). For example you would change `The Title of My Prestigious Publication: A Scientific Study'. To `The title of my prestigious publication: a scientific study'

Response: unnecessary capitals were removed on title.

Email address - please include email addresses for all the authors on the title page. Please use the following format-
GSF: g.s.feder@qmul.ac.uk
HS: hsohal@yahoo.co.uk
SE: s.eldridge@qmul.ac.uk
Response: email addresses for all the authors were included on the title page.

Keywords - Please remove these.
Response: Keywords were removed

Introduction - Please rename this section `Background'.
Response: “Introduction section” was rename as “Bacgound” in the re-revised version of the manuscript.

Materials & Methods - Please rename this section 'Methods'.
Response: Materials & Methods section was rename as “Methods” in the re-revised version of the manuscript.

Figure cropping - It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide contains full details for preparing files for
submission and can be viewed here:
http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures
Response: O.K.

Please present all text in black
Response: all text is present in black in the re-revised version of the manuscript.

Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions as this is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make changes after acceptance.
Response: O.K.

Best regards.

Dr. F. Vizoso